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ABSTRACT A frequency-reconfigurable frame-antenna integrated with a coupling strip and tuner loading
is proposed for all-metal-shell mobile telephones. The coupling strip introduces additional capacitance to
the feeding structure of the antenna, rendering the antenna to resonate at both the lower frequency band
at ‘‘a quarter-wavelength resonant mode’’ and the higher frequency band at ‘‘a half-wavelength resonant
mode’’. Moreover, the antenna loaded with a tuner achieves broadband frequency-reconfiguration by tuning
the effective length of radiating frame. The antenna is designed by taking into consideration all the metallic
components, like front-and-back cameras, telephone receiver, and a steel sheet. The metal-frame and metal-
shell of the handset coupled with a strip are used as parts of the antenna. This paper of a prototype operating
in a practical handset test environment shows that the proposed antenna is able to cover the bandwidth of
824–960 MHz (GSM) and 1710–2690MHz (DCS/PCS/UMTS/LTE) with acceptable radiation efficiency up
to 40% and desirable patterns and specific absorption ratio, which is much lower than 1.6 W/kg for mobile
communications.

INDEX TERMS Frequency-reconfigurable, all-metal-shell handset, coupling strip, tuner, frame-antenna.

I. INTRODUCTION
Antenna for all-metal-shell handset devices have been one
of the most critical design challenges in recent years, espe-
cially when the handset has possessed very limited metal
clearance, because most of the available spaces are occupied
by radio-frequency (RF) components such as front-and-back-
facing cameras, full-display screen, battery, and so forth. The
metal clearance is normally referred to the space between
the antenna and its nearest metallic structure/component in
the handset, which is necessary for the antenna to radiate
signal. Therefore, the space available for placing the antennas
is always limited to a very small volume size, thus results in
withholding the handset antenna’s design freedom.

Several handset/tablet antenna designs have been reported
for metal-shell (metal-casing) applications [1]–[4]. Amid
these designs, [1] has reported the used of two separate
open-end slots to achieve dual-band characteristic for

covering the LTE/WWAN bands (690-960 MHz and
1700-2700 MHz). To achieve multiple resonances with two
broadband operations for the LTE/WWAN bands, a metal-
frame antenna with two Inverted-F antennas (IFAs) was
investigated in [2]. Here, in order to generate desirable
radiations for the LTE/WWAN operations, three asymmetric
open-slots have also been applied into the two IFAs, which
are supported by a high-pass and band-pass matching cir-
cuits [2]. Nevertheless, thework reported in [3] for a half-loop
metal-frame antenna has also applied two different match-
ing circuits (low- and high-pass) to cover the LTE/WWAN
bands, in which it further requires an elevated feed network
(with four grounding strips) to link to the open-slot on the
metal-frame.

Recently, antenna designs for metal-frame smart-phones
have made significant progress [4]–[7]. Similar to the works
in [1]–[3], by utilizing the metal-frame as part of the antenna,
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the dual-loop antennas reported in [4] and [5] are capable
to cover GSM/DCS/PCS/UMTS/LTE2300/2500 operating
bands. Other kinds of antenna designed for smart-phone have
also been discussed in [8]–[15], in which [9] has reported a
reconfigurable loop antenna that uses RF switch to cover a
wider bandwidth by adjusting the four working states of the
switch, while the other works in [10]–[15] have adopted the
monopole antenna design type. Even though some of these
metal-frame designs have yielded good bandwidth charac-
teristic for smart-phone applications, they have also occu-
pied large metallic areas that are used as the metal-shell of
the handset [16]–[18]. Furthermore, in order to gain enough
metal clearance, a large space has to be subtracted from the
metal-shell, which significantly decrease the appearance and
the robustness of the handset. Therefore, an all-metal-shell
(not just metal-frame) handset is presently considered for
future mobile handset devices. Nevertheless, due to the grow-
ing challenges in all-metal-shell handset antennas in terms of
multiple band operations and tunable frequency range, it is
necessary to introduce the frequency reconfiguration tech-
nologies (via the pin diodes, switches or varactors) to widen
the operational bands [16]–[18], in which a tuner might be a
good candidate for all-metal-shell handset antenna, because
of its continuous adjustability, better parasitic parameter and
flexible application scenarios [18].

In this paper, a frequency-reconfigurable frame-antenna
with a coupling strip and a RF tuner for all-metal-shell
handset application is proposed to cover the 824-960 MHz
(GSM) and 1710-2690 MHz (DCS/PCS/UMTS/LTE) oper-
ating bands. The continuously adjustable tuner used in this
case is able to offer more desirable working states compared
with conventional RF switch. Compared with other antenna
designs for smartphone application that have also covered
the two aforementioned operating bands [19]–[24], this pro-
posed work has considered a practical handset environment.
It is also noteworthy that within a practical handset, because
of the existence of the front-and-back cameras, telephone
receiver and other RF components which occupy most of
the spaces available in the handset limited volume spaces for
the metal clearance is inevitable, thus significantly increasing
the difficulty of the antenna design. Because such practical
design environment is rarely mentioned in other research
works therefore, the main objective of this work is to propose
a practical approach to develop a frequency-reconfigurable
frame-antenna in an all-metal-shell handset environment with
desirable performances while maintaining its appearance.

II. ANTENNA DESIGN IN HANDSET ENVIRONMENT
Fig. 1 shows the environment of an all-metal-shell handset
model where the proposed antenna is installed. In this figure,
different layers of the handset together with a zoomed view of
the coupling strip and feed point are also included. In order to
demonstrate the main structures clearly, dielectric materials
have been hidden. The antenna is configured using the metal-
frame as the main radiator while the metal-shell acts as the
antenna ground. Two cameras, a telephone receiver and other

FIGURE 1. Configuration of the antenna in the handset environment
(a) Explosive-view of the handset. (b) Zoomed view of the proposed
antenna in the handset environment.

metallic structures/components which occupy the finite space
of the handset have been taken into consideration during the
antenna design process.

During the simulation design process, the handset model
as shown in Fig. 1(a) is mainly composed of four sections
indicated by four colors as follows: (1) the transparent gray
color refers to the handset screen (glass: εr = 4.82) on
top; (2) the yellow color refers to the metal-shell (copper)
of the handset; (3) the brown color indicates perfect electric
conductor (PEC), which is applied to the antenna’s peripheral
components such as the steel sheet, dual-back-facing camera,
front-facing camera and the telephone receiver; (4) the red
color is referring to the coupling strip that is laser-engraved
on the Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene (ABS: εr = 2.4)
substrate via the Laser Direct Structuring (LDS) technol-
ogy. Here, the coupling strip and the metal-frame are also
copper but they are changed to red color so as to make
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them more recognizable. Fig. 1(b) shows the zoomed view
of the proposed antenna, which includes the metal-frame as
the radiator, the coupling strip as the feeding structure, and
the metal-shell as the antenna ground.

FIGURE 2. Geometry of the proposed antenna in the handset
environment with peripheral metal components. (a) Top-view.
(b) Bottom-view.

The detailed geometry of Fig. 1 is illustrated in Fig. 2.
In this figure, the telephone receiver is placed close to the
middle of the metal-frame with size L2 × W , the front-
facing camera has a radius R, and the back-facing camera is
with dimension L3 × W1. As it is obvious that all of these
metallic components will limit the metal clearance space
and because of that, electromagnetic wave can be easily
reflected/absorbed among these components, thus, the dis-
tance between the antenna body and the nearby metallic com-
ponents will definitely affect the radiation performance. The
other parameters shown in Fig. 2 are illustrated as follows: the
gap between the coupling strip and the front-facing camera is
G3, while G4 and G5 indicate the distance of the metal-shell
away from the telephone receiver and the dual-back-facing
camera, respectively. The spacing between the coupling strip
and the steel sheet is G5, the thickness of the handset is T
and that of the metal-frame is H . Here, a 2-mm symmetric
inverted-U-shaped gap is used to separate the metal-frame
and the metal-shell, which act as the metal clearance for the
proposed antenna.

As shown in Fig. 2(a), the antenna radiator (metal-frame)
is fed by a coupling strip of length L1+L4, and the function of
this coupling strip is to introduce additional capacitance to the
feeding structure, enabling the antenna to excite two resonant
modes, namely, the 0.25λ and a 0.5λmode that can cover the

lower (824-960 MHz) and higher (1710-2690 MHz) operat-
ing bands, respectively (λ stands for the effective wavelength
with surrounding environment). To understand the excitation
of these two resonant modes, one can observe Fig. 2(b),
in which the current distributions of these two modes will be
excited in point A (metal-frame) and flowing towards point C
(metal-shell) via a ground connector at point B. Hence, this
current distribution route A − B − C can be considered as a
customized loop antenna. Here, the connector should be wide
enough (W2) to achieve a better separation between the loop
antenna and the top-left corner of the handset, as the latter,
in general will be used to place another antenna for the
Global Positioning System (GPS) application. Furthermore,
the location of the connection (point B), represented by D1,
will affect the resonant bands of the loop antenna as it is
relevant to the length of the loop. Nevertheless, the coupling-
feed method applied in this work is superior to a traditional
loop antenna with direct-feed as it can compensate a large
inductive reactance introduced by the 0.25λ resonant mode.

During the design process in the handset environment,
as shown in Fig. 2(a), it is noteworthy that the distance G6
(between the coupling strip and the steel sheet) is found
to be a crucial parameter relevant to antenna efficiency.
Even though the typical gap distance between the coupling
strip and the metal-frame of the handset is G1, due to the
irregular-shape of the coupling strip, at certain places, this
gap is narrowed down to G2 Notably, G1 and G2 are the
two relevant parameters that will affect the input impedance
(by introducing additional capacitance) at the feed point.
Lastly, to realize frequency-reconfigurable characteristic for
the two resonant modes, a tuner is allocated at a distance
D away from the opening section of the loop, as shown
in Fig. 2(b). All the key parameters in this design are tabulated
and presented in Table 1. Detailed effects of the coupling
strip on antenna performance will be studied in the following
sections. Essential discussion on the tuner and the radiation
principle will also be elaborated. The experimental results of
the proposed antenna are also included and discussed to verify
the feasibility of the scheme.

TABLE 1. Optimized geometric parameters for the proposed antenna.

III. OPERATING MECHANISM
To better understand the operating mechanism of the
proposed frame-antenna in the all-metal-shell handset,
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FIGURE 3. Comparison of the simulated real and imaginary parts of the
input impedance for the coupling-feed and the direct-feed.

the antenna is firstly investigated as a conventional loop
antennawith direct-feed, and a comparisonwith the coupling-
feed proposed in this work is also conducted. Fig. 3 shows the
normalized input impedance (to 50 ohms) of the direct-feed
loop antenna type, and due to the limited length of the
handset, it can only excite a 0.5λ resonant mode at higher
frequency band, because the imaginary part of the direct-feed
type is very large at lower frequency band According to the
resonance theory, once the antenna is expected to resonate
at the lower frequency band as 0.25λ resonant mode, it is
necessary to introduce a capacitive reactance to compensate
the inductance at the feed point. To alleviate this problem,
the coupling-feed designed in this work is able to offer an
additional capacitance to offset the inductance, in which
the matching effect can be controlled by tuning parameters
G1 and G2.
By fine tuning the parameters via the full-wave electro-

magnetic software CST Microwave Studio R©, two desired
resonant modes can hereby be excited by introducing
the coupling-feed technique. A comparison of the input
impedance of the two cases (coupling-feed and direct-feed)
can also be observed in Fig. 3. The lower band is pro-
duced by the first resonant mode (0.25λ resonant mode)
at around 1000 MHz, and the higher band is formed by
the second resonant mode (0.5λ resonant mode) at around
2900 MHz. To further illustrate the excitation of these two
resonant modes, the surface current distributions at both the
lower and higher bands are plotted in Fig. 4. As presented
in Fig. 4(a), a quarter-wavelength loop mode at 1000 MHz
can be observed along the metal-frame via the route from
point X to point Z . As shown in Fig. 4(b), the second resonant
mode has demonstrated a 0.5λ resonant mode, because there
are two current null points between the two maximum points
(pointsX and Z ), indicating the surface currents reverse phase
at point T . The two sub-figures in Figs. 4(a) and (b) have
denoted the curves of surface current plotted.

FIGURE 4. Surface current distribution of the proposed antenna at ‘‘0.25λ

and 0.5λ resonant modes’’ (a) Surface current distribution at lower band
of ‘‘0.25λ resonant mode’’ (1000 MHz). (b) Surface current distribution at
higher band of ‘‘0.5λ resonant mode’’ (2900 MHz).

As the operating bandwidths of these two resonances at
this stage are not wide enough to cover the desired operat-
ing bands (824-960 MHz) and (1710-2690 MHz) for GSM,
DCS, PCS, UMTS and LTE applications, therefore, a tuner
is introduced, which is essentially a variable capacitor, which
can widen the operating bandwidths. The tuner adopted here
is a high-voltage-tolerant, highly precise and low-loss tun-
able capacitor ideal for tunable antennas application. After
applying the tuner, it can be observed from Fig. 5 that the
two resonances can be shifted to lower frequency band with
a larger capacitor-loading. When the tuner is adjusted from
0.75 pF to 3.1 pF, the two resonances are able to cover the
two desired bands. Other than the tuning range of the tuner,
further investigation from the simulation has also found that
the location of the tuner can also affects the range of the
frequency tuning. Here, the best location for placing the tuner
is the current null point at the surface current distribution,
as shown in Fig. 4(b), which is also the point where the
electric-field is at its maximum strength. Notably, this opti-
mized location is alsomarked in Fig. 2(b), which is associated
with parameter D.
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FIGURE 5. Simulated return loss and efficiency of the proposed antenna
with different capacitor-loading. (a) Simulated efficiency. (b) Simulated
return loss.

FIGURE 6. Equivalent model of the antenna loaded with the tuner.

Fig. 6 demonstrates the equivalent model of the
frame-antenna loaded with the tuner. Assuming that the input
admittance without the tuner is represented by Y , while that
with the tuner is Yin (looking from the feed point to the
tuner). The relationship between Yin and Y is denoted in (1),
where C stands for the equivalent capacitance of the tuner.

FIGURE 7. Equivalent circuit model of the antenna to illustrate the effect
of the tuner-loading.

FIGURE 8. SAR simulation model for head only and head & hand tissues.

FIGURE 9. Measured SAR simulation model for head only and head &
hand tissues.

The ratio of K = Yin/Y is used to evaluate the effect of the
tuner. According to (2), a smaller Y causes a more significant
influence on the input admittance of the proposed antenna.
In order to increase the sensitivity of the capacitive tuner to
the input admittance, the tuner has to be located at the place
where Y reaches its minimum value. From this point of view,
an appropriate location of the tuner is possible to be located
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TABLE 2. Simulated and measured SAR of 1-G head only and head &
hand tissues.

FIGURE 10. Antenna prototype in the handset environment (hidden in
the handset body).

FIGURE 11. Antenna under test in the SATIMO measurement system

via theoretical analysis and simulation as aforementioned.

Yin = Y + jωC (1)

K =
Yin
Y
= 1+

jωC
Y

(2)

An equivalent circuit model of the frame-antenna is
demonstrated in Fig. 7, so as to evaluate the effects of
the shunt capacitive tuner. In analogy with microstrip line,
the portion of the frame-antenna between the feed point
and the tuner are equivalent to a series-inductor at 0.25λ
resonant mode and more likely a series-capacitor at 0.5λ
resonant mode, corresponding to the current distributions
presented in Fig. 4. In this case, (3)-(5) are established to
evaluate the influence of the tuner. When calculating the
equivalent inductance L ′ by taking the effect of the tuner into
account, one can get L ′ > L (L is the equivalent inductance
without the tuner), indicating the equivalent length of the

FIGURE 12. Measured return loss of the proposed antenna with different
values of capacitor-loading.

FIGURE 13. Measured efficiency of the proposed antenna with different
values of capacitor-loading.

loaded frame-antenna is longer than the one without loading.
According to the microstrip line theory, a larger inductance
value means a longer electrical length. Therefore, it can be
concluded that loading the tuner (which works as a shunt
capacitor) can effectively enlarge the equivalent length of the
frame-antenna, which in turn will allow the resonances to be
tuned to a lower frequency band for both the 0.25λ and 0.5λ
resonant modes.

Y =
1
jωL

(3)

Yin =
1
jωL
+ jωC =

1
jω

1− ω2LC
L

(4)

L ′ =
L

1− ω2LC
(5)

Figs. 8 and 9 shows the head & hand model of the proposed
antenna under simulation and measured environment. The
simulated and measured specific absorption rate (SAR) for
1-gram head only and head & hand tissues for typical fre-
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FIGURE 14. Simulated and measured radiation patterns of the proposed antenna at three typical frequencies: (a) 900 MHz; (b) 1900 MHz;
(c) 2400 MHz in xoy-, xoz- and yoz-plane (linear polarization).

quencies (at 900 MHz, 1900 MHz and 2400 MHz) are listed
in Table 2 The simulated and the measured results show that
they are much lower than 1.6 W/kg, which is regulated by the
Federal Communications Commission (FCC).

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To verify the frequency-reconfigurable performance of the
proposed antenna, a prototype has been fabricated and tested
in the handset environment. The coupling strip was built on an
ABS substrate with permittivity εr = 3.3. The final antenna
prototype that is integrated into a practical handset model
can be viewed in Fig. 10. Here, a 50 � mini coaxial cable is
used as the test cable during the measurement. Fig. 11 shows
the handset antenna test environment in a SATIMO anechoic
chamber.

The measured return losses and efficiencies of the pro-
totype antenna are shown in Figs. 12 and 13, respec-
tively. By tuning the tuner between 0.75 pF and 3.10 pF,
frequency-reconfigurable performance can be attained within
the 824-960 MHz band (for Bands 1, 2, 5 and 8) and
1710-2690 MHz band (for UMTS, DCS, PCS and LTE
bands) with return loss > 6 dB. Furthermore, the radi-
ation efficiencies measured across the two desired bands
have varied between 40% and 70%. According to practical
engineering requirement and application, satisfactory user
experience can be obtained as long as the antenna has an
efficiency of more than 30%.

The simulated and the measured radiation patterns of the
antenna operating within the lower and higher bands at
900MHz, 1900MHz and 2400MHz are illustrated in Fig. 14.
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TABLE 3. Performance comparison among different works.

Here, the simulated and measured data coincides well with
each other. Table 3 presents a comparison between the pro-
posed frame-antenna and other published designs. The com-
prehensive comparison shows that the proposed antenna in
this work has occupied lesser space with satisfactory per-
formance, not to mention that the work has considered a
practical handset environment in which all the peripheral
metallic components are taken into account. Therefore, this
investigation has verified that the proposed antenna design is
feasible for all-metal-shell handset application.

V. CONCLUSION
A frequency-reconfigurable frame-antenna with coupling-
feed has been developed for all-metal-shell handsets. A tuner
was introduced to achieve frequency reconfigurable design.
With full consideration of the practical handset environment
surrounding by metallic electronic components, desirable
dual-band bandwidths, stable radiation patterns, and high
efficiency of up to 40% are achieved across the 824-960 MHz
and 1710-2690 MHz operating bands, which cover the
required GSM/ DCS/ PCS/ UMTS/ LTE bands for mobile
communications.
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